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Now in its twelfth edition, Lewin's GENES continues to lead with new information and cutting-edge developments, covering gene
structure, sequencing, organization, and expression. Leading scientists provide revisions and updates in their individual field of
study offering readers current data and information on the rapidly changing subjects in molecular biology.
Sixth-grader Simon Bloom can?t believe his luck when he finds a book that enables him to control the laws of physics. By simply
reciting the formulas it contains, he can cancel gravity to fly around his bedroom, or decrease friction so he can slide down the
street as if he were on Rollerblades. When two thugs with evil intentions come after Simon, he must use the formulas to save
himself and the book from falling into their hands. This funny, fast, and imaginative novel from first-time author Michael Reisman
will appeal to fans of both fantasy and action-adventure.
A Lord of the Rings for the 21st century. Only a lot shorter. And funnier. And completely different.
Book two in the hit series that's soon to be a major motion picture starring Amandla Stenberg and Mandy Moore--now with a
stunning new paperback look and an exclusive bonus short story featuring Vida before she joined the League. Ruby never asked
for the abilities that almost cost her her life. Now she must call upon them on a daily basis, leading dangerous missions to bring
down a corrupt government and breaking into the minds of her enemies. Other kids in the Children's League call Ruby 'Leader',
but she knows what she really is: a monster. When Ruby is entrusted with an explosive secret, she must embark on her most
dangerous mission yet: leaving the Children's League behind. Crucial information about the disease that killed most of America's
children'and turned Ruby and the others who lived into feared and hated outcasts'has survived every attempt to destroy it. But the
truth is only saved in one place: a flashdrive in the hands of Liam Stewart, the boy Ruby once believed was her future'and who
now wouldn't recognize her. As Ruby sets out across a desperate, lawless country to find Liam'and answers about the catastrophe
that has ripped both her life and America apart'she is torn between old friends and the promise she made to serve the League.
Ruby will do anything to protect the people she loves. But what if winning the war means losing herself?
From a smelly water hole on the African savanna, Julius Zebra is captured, along with Milus the scarred lion and Cornelius the
clueless warthog. Transported to the ferocious clamor of the Colosseum, Julius Zebra and his motley menagerie of friends mu
The Sumerian civilization is the oldest known human civilization on Earth. Their divine beings were known as the Anunnaki which
in Sumerian signifies "Those Who from Heaven to Earth Came". It bloomed out overnight around 3800 BC in Mesopotamia the
land between the two rivers Tigris and Euphrates, and arrived at a sudden end in 2024 BC when it was devastated by a dangerous
radioactive cloud brought by easterly breezes from the Sinai peninsula, where as indicated by some ancient records an atomic war
occurred. The gigantic dark scar on the Earth in the south-eastern part of the Sinai peninsula, and the darkened stones that hint at
being in a flash softened by extraordinary heat. There is more proof, Higher than typical levels of radioactivity have been found in
the Dead Sea, the site of Sodom and Gomorrah have been nuked at the same time. What's more, And in the land of Sumer itself a
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current report has discovered that around the season of the obliteration of Sumer, there was a sudden environmental change
there, the nature of which is predictable with an atomic aftermath. The date recommended by the examination is the same 2024
BC given by Sitchin. The Sumerian human advancement vanished around 2000 BC, similarly as all of a sudden as it showed up.
Unmistakably its fall was extremely disastrous a number of Sumerian writings have been discovered bewailing the demolition and
destruction of different Sumerian urban areas. All these grievance writings accuse the annihilation on the utilization of a few
"Weapons of Terror" and some incredible savage cloud. The detailed descriptions of their effects leave no doubt that the Weapons
of Terror were nuclear weapons. It is likewise the narrative of Sodom and Gomorrah. Incorporated into this book is proof of an
ancient war that took place in the past, this book is unlike any you have read previously.
Twelve bestselling authors, twelve Doctors, twelve brilliant adventures in time and space for all Doctor Who fans! This collection
features all twelve original Doctor Who eshort stories, covering each of the twelve Doctors and written by a selection of wonderful
children's authors.
Liam O'Connor should have died at sea in 1912. Maddy Carter should have died on a plane in 2010. Sal Vikram should have died
in a fire in 2026. But all three have been given a second chance - to work for an agency that no one knows exists. Its purpose: to
prevent time travel destroying history . . . Hunted by cyborg assassins from the future, the TimeRiders must abandon New York
and go on the run. They escape to Victorian London and the streets where Jack the Ripper roams. But, before they can establish
their new base, they make their most shattering discovery yet - and it will change everything . . . ** Book six in the bestselling
TimeRiders series by Alex Scarrow. ** Victorian London's Jack the Ripper get a time-travel makeover! ** Perfect for fans of Doctor
Who and Sherlock Holmes. ** TimeRiders (Book 1) won the Red House Book Award older readers category, and was Penguin
UK's first ever number one on the iBooks Store. ** www.time-riders.co.uk
Liam O'Connor should have died at sea in 1912. Maddy Carter should have died on a plane in 2010. Sal Vikram should have died
in a fire in 2026. But all three have been given a second chance - to work for an agency that no one knows exists. Its purpose: to
prevent time travel destroying history . . . Project Exodus - a mission to transport 300 Americans from 2070 to 54AD to overthrow
the Roman Empire - has gone catastrophically wrong. Half have arrived seventeen years earlier, during the reign of Caligula. Liam
goes to investigate, but when Maddy and Sal attempt to flee a kill-squad sent to hunt down their field office, all of the TimeRiders
become trapped in the Roman past. Armed with knowledge of the future, Caligula is now more powerful than ever. But with the
office unmanned - and under threat - how will the TimeRiders make it back to 2001 and put history right? ** Book five in the
bestselling TimeRiders series by Alex Scarrow. ** Ancient Rome gets a time-travel makeover! ** TimeRiders (Book 1) won the Red
House Book Award older readers category, and was Penguin UK's first ever number one on the iBookstore. ** www.timeriders.co.uk
Continuing the heart-pounding, time-bending action of the TimeRiders series, The Eternal War brings readers back to a pivotal time period in
American history: the Civil War. Only this alternate history is one where a young Abraham Lincoln has somehow followed Liam into the
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present from 1831, and the entire course of American history has changed. If the TimeRiders can't return Lincoln to the past, the country
could be trapped in a dangerous state of never-ending civil war. Can Maddy persuade two colonels on either side of no man's land to cease
fire long enough to save the future?
Molecular Biology is a rapidly advancing field with a constant flow of new information and cutting-edge developements that impact our lives.
Lewin's GENES has long been the essential resource for providing the teaching community with the most modern presentation to this
dynamic area of study. GENES XI continues this tradition by introducing the most current data from the field, covering gene structure,
sequencing, organization, and expression. It has enlisted a wealth of subject-matter experts, from top institutions, to provide content updates
and revisions in their individual areas of study. A reorganized chapter presentation provides a clear, more student-friendly introduction to
course material than ever before. - Updated content throughout to keep pace with this fast-paced field. - Reorganized chapter presentation
provides a clear, student-friendly introduction to course material. - Expanded coverage describing the connection between replication and the
cell cycle is included, and presents eukaryotes as well as prokaryotes. - Available with new online Molecular Biology Animations. - Online
access code for the companion website is included with every new book. The companion website offers numerous study aids and learning
tools to help students get the most out of their course. - Instructor's supplements include: PowerPoint Image Bank, PowerPoint Lecture
Slides, and Test Bank.
A restored Thomas Covenant inadvertently unleashes an apocalyptic force that endangers the entire world, a threat that is countered by the
mysterious Jeremiah.
Eleven Doctors, eleven months, eleven stories: a year-long celebration of Doctor Who! The most exciting names in children's fiction each
create their own unique adventure about the time-travelling Time Lord. In a small town in the Nevada desert, an alien pathogen has reduced
the entire population to a seething mass of black slime. When the Eighth Doctor arrives, he realises this latest threat to humanity is
horrifyingly familiar - it is a virus which almost annihilated his entire race, the Time Lords... Author Alex Scarrow puts his own unique spin on
the Doctor's amazing adventures through time and space.
Survival was just the start of it . . . Eighteen months have passed since the events of Plague Land. Leon and Freya have seen no sign of the
virus, clinging on to the hope that two hard winters just may have killed it off. When news of a rescue ship arriving off the coast comes in, the
pair are on the move once again. But all is not as safe as it seems. The virus has been busy, it has learned and evolved. And now, it is
reborn. Plague Nation is the explosive second book in the Remade trilogy, by the bestselling author of the TimeRiders series, Alex Scarrow.
Continue the horror-thriller series with Plague World. This book was previously published in paperback as Reborn.
With teens Maddy, Liam, and Sal on their first solo assignment for a secret agency, Liam is sent back in time to prevent the murder of the
father of time travel by a terrorist group, but due to a nuclear accident, he ends up in the late Cretaceous period where the biggest threat is
not from the legendary tyrannosaur.
TimeRiders: Day of the PredatorBloomsbury Publishing USA
Maddy should have died in a plane crash. Liam should have died at sea when the Titanic sank. Sal should have died in a tragic fire. But a
mysterious man whisked them away to safety. Maddy, Liam, and Sal quickly learn that time travel is no longer just a hope for the future; it is a
dangerous reality. And they weren't just rescued from their terrible fates. . . they were recruited for the agency of TimeRiders created to
protect the world from those seeking to alter the course of history for personal gain. By reliving the highly documented events in New York
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City on 9/11, they can closely monitor history for any deviations-large or small. When just such a change is detected, they are alerted that a
threat is at hand unleashing the evil of the Nazis to wreak havoc with Earth's present and future. Can Maddy, Liam, and Sal fulfill their
destinies as keepers of time to save the world from utter destruction? An exhilarating adventure that shifts readers back in time to Nazi
Germany and then forward into an ever-changing present. Look out for the other books in this series: Day of the Predator and The Doomsday
Code!
"Remarkable, not-to-be-missed-under-any-circumstances."—Entertainment Weekly (Grade A) The Passage meets Ender's Game in an epic
new series from award-winning author Rick Yancey. After the 1st wave, only darkness remains. After the 2nd, only the lucky escape. And
after the 3rd, only the unlucky survive. After the 4th wave, only one rule applies: trust no one. Now, it's the dawn of the 5th wave, and on a
lonely stretch of highway, Cassie runs from Them. The beings who only look human, who roam the countryside killing anyone they see. Who
have scattered Earth's last survivors. To stay alone is to stay alive, Cassie believes, until she meets Evan Walker. Beguiling and mysterious,
Evan Walker may be Cassie's only hope for rescuing her brother--or even saving herself. But Cassie must choose: between trust and
despair, between defiance and surrender, between life and death. To give up or to get up. "Wildly entertaining . . . I couldn't turn the pages
fast enough."—Justin Cronin, The New York Times Book Review "A modern sci-fi masterpiece . . . should do for aliens what Twilight did for
vampires."—USAToday.com

The official novelization of the summer blockbuster The Predator, Shane Black's new movie with a screenplay by Shane
Black and Fred Dekker. For centuries Earth has been visited by warlike creatures that stalk mankind's finest warriors.
Their goals unknown, these deadly hunters kill their prey and depart as invisibly as they arrived, leaving no trace other
than a trail of bodies. When a young boy accidentally triggers the universe's most lethal Hunters' return to earth, only a
ragtag crew of ex-soldiers and a disgruntled science teacher can prevent the end of the human race. The Predator, Alien,
and Aliens TM & © 2017 Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation. All rights reserved.
For the first time, all four Robert Langdon thrillers are now available as one ebook bundle. If you haven't read a Dan
Brown yet, now's the time. ANGELS AND DEMONS The countdown to oblivion has started - who will stop the clock? A
famous scientist is found dead, a mysterious symbol burned into his skin. Many miles away in Rome, the world’s
cardinals gather to elect a new pope. Little do they know that beneath their feet, a vast bomb has started to tick.
Professor Robert Langdon must work out the link between these two seemingly unconnected events if he is stop the
Vatican being blown sky high. THE DA VINCI CODE The race to uncover the oldest secret has begun . . . An eminent
man is brutally murdered in the world’s most famous museum. Around his body are a ring of codes, hastily drawn in
blood. He died to protect a long-kept secret which Professor Robert Langdon must now uncover. It will be a race against
time to decipher this final message. Can he get there before the killers do? THE LOST SYMBOL To save a life, you must
first crack the code . . . A mysterious invitation brings Professor Robert Langdon to Washington DC. But all is not as it
seems in this powerful city. An ancient organization plans to reassert itself. And he is the only man standing in its way. If
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he is to prevent a terrible plan being executed, Langdon must decipher a series of increasingly bloody clues. But first he
has to make sure he stays alive . . . INFERNO The world is in danger - who will save it? Robert Langdon wakes up in a
Florence hospital with no clue how he got there. But another attack on his life makes it very clear – someone wants him
dead. And fast. To survive, Langdon must work out who it is. And then he must answer the next question – why?
SOON TO BE A MAJOR TV SERIES A terrifying apocalyptic thriller from the one of the brightest stars of the genre...
'Chillingly plausible' DAILY TELEGRAPH It seems to be a very normal Monday morning. But in the space of only a few
days, the world's oil supplies have been severed and at a horrifying pace things begin to unravel everywhere. And this is
no natural disaster: someone is behind this. Jenny is stuck in Manchester, fighting desperately against the rising chaos to
get back to London, where her children are marooned as events begin to spiral out of control: riots, raging fires, looting,
rape and murder. In the space of a week, London is transformed into a lawless and anarchic vision of hell. Jenny's
estranged husband, oil engineer Andy Sutherland, is stranded in Iraq with a company of British soldiers, desperate to find
a way home to his family, trapped as transport links and the very infrastructure of daily life begin to collapse around him.
And against all this, a mysterious man is tracking Andy's family. He'll silence anyone who might be able to reveal the
identities of those behind this global disaster. It seems that the same people who now have a stranglehold on the future
of civilisation have flexed their muscles before, at other significant tipping points in history, and they are prepared to do
anything to keep their secret - and their power - safe.
Liam O'Connor should have died at sea in 1912. Maddy Carter should have died on a plane in 2010. Sal Vikram should
have died in a fire in 2026. But all three have been given a second chance - to work for an agency that no one knows
exists. Its purpose: to prevent time travel destroying history . . . Relocated to Victorian London, the TimeRiders joy-ride
back to 1666 to witness the Great Fire of London. In the ensuing chaos, Liam and their newest recruit, Rashim, find
themselves trapped between the fire and the Thames. They escape onboard a river boat, only to be confronted by an
unscrupulous captain with his heart set on treasures of the high seas . . . Back in 1888, Maddy and the rest of the team
are frantically trying to track them down. But with limited resources at their new base, can Liam and Rashim survive the
bloodthirsty and barbaric age of piracy long enough to be rescued? ** Book seven in the bestselling TimeRiders series by
Alex Scarrow. ** The Golden Age of Piracy get a time-travel makeover! ** Perfect for fans of Doctor Who and Pirates of
the Caribbean. ** TimeRiders (Book 1) won the Red House Book Award older readers category, and was Penguin UK's
first ever number one on the iBookstore. ** www.time-riders.co.uk
Da Maddy ved et uheld åbner et tidsvindue på et temmelig uheldigt sted, bliver Liam sendt femogtres millioner år tilbage i
tiden til hidtil ukendte rovdyrs jagtmarker. Kan Liam få kontakt til Maddy og Sal, før han bliver flået i småstykker af
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dinosaurer – og uden at sætte historien så meget på spil, at verden bliver overtaget af en skræmmende ny virkelighed?
The Alien Hunter is playing with firea Daniel X is on an impossible mission: to eliminate every intergalactic criminal on the
face of the Earth. Using his incredible superpower to create objects out of thin air, he's taken on some of the most
fearsome and fiendish aliens in the universe. Now Daniel has travelled to England in search of his next target: the
explosive demon of fire Phosphorius Beta and his army of flame-weaving henchmen. But it's going to take a whole new
level of mojo to destroy this villain. Beta's strength has been growing since he arrived on Earth more than a millennium
ago, and he's finally ready to turn the blue planet into his own fiery wasteland. The only way to stop him is by jumping
back in time to the Dark Ages to end Beta's blistering reign before it has a chance to begin. But can Daniel X take the
heat? Or will the Alien Hunter finally get burned?
Liam O'Connor should have died at sea in 1912. Maddy Carter should have died on a plane in 2010. Sal Vikram should
have died in a fire in 2026. But all three have been given a second chance - to work for an agency that no one knows
exists. Its purpose: to prevent time travel destroying history . . . In 1993 British computer hacker Adam Lewis finds his
name in a coded manuscript that is almost one thousand years old. How did Adam's name get in there . . . and why?
Confronted by Adam in 2001, the TimeRiders travel back to Sherwood Forest in 1193 to discover the origins of the
ancient message. But when a strange hooded man appears interested in the same thing, they begin to wonder what
terrible threat this cryptic link from the past holds for the future . . .
1912. Locked in an eerily quiet dining room on the Titanic, a mysterious man tells a young girl his life story as the ship
begins to sink. It all starts in Whitechapel, London in 1888... In the small hours of the night in a darkened Whitechapel
alley, young Mary Kelly stumbles upon a man who has been seriously injured and is almost unconscious in the gutter.
Mary - down on her luck and desperate to survive - steals his bag and runs off into the night. Two days later, an
American gentleman wakes in a hospital bed with no memory of who he is or how he got there. He has suffered a serious
head injury, and with no one to help him remember who he is he starts to wonder how he will ever find his way home.
One terrible truth links these two lost souls in the dark world of Victorian London - a truth that could ruin the name of the
most influential man in the land... Back in 1912, as the Titanic begins its final shuddering descent to the bottom of the
frozen, black Atlantic, one man is about to reveal the truth behind a series of murders that have hung like a dark fog over
London for more than two decades...the identity of Jack the Ripper.
Leon and his younger sister, Grace, have recently moved to London from New York and are struggling to settle into their
new school when rumors of an unidentified plague in Africa begin to fill the news. Within a week, the virus hits London.
The siblings witness people turning to liquid before their eyes, and they run for their lives. A month after touching Earth's
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atmosphere, the virus has wiped out most of the population. Desperate to stay alive, Leon and Grace are reluctantly
taken in by a tight-knit group of survivors. But as they struggle to win their trust, the siblings realize that the virus isn't
their only enemy, and survival is just the first step...
Liam O'Connor should have died at sea in 1912. Maddy Carter should have died on a plane in 2010. Sal Vikram should have died
in a fire in 2026. But all three have been given a second chance - to work for an agency that no one knows exists. Its purpose: to
prevent time travel destroying history . . . When Maddy finally unlocks fragments of the secret that Becks has been holding on to,
the TimeRiders start to piece together their true purpose. Racing through time to connect the clues, the team discover a Mayan
tribe and an ancient relic provides a vital link to the past and future. But not all the TimeRiders can cope with the discovery, and
one threatens to bring them all down if they can act out their revenge . . .
Liam O'Connor should have died at sea in 1912. Maddy Carter should have died on a plane in 2010. Sal Vikram should have died
in a fire in 2026. But all three have been given a second chance - to work for an agency that no one knows exists. Its purpose: to
prevent time travel destroying history . . . When Maddy finally unlocks fragments of the secret that Becks has been holding on to,
the TimeRiders start to piece together their true purpose. Racing through time to connect the clues, the team discover a Mayan
tribe and an ancient relic provides a vital link to the past . . . and future. But not all the TimeRiders can cope with the discovery,
and one threatens to bring them all down if they can act out their revenge . . .
Choose a tribe. Watch your back. And don’t stop running. Filled with thrilling adventure and romance, The Forsaken is praised by
EntertainmentWeekly.com as “a fast-paced novel [that] you’ll get sucked into. You just can’t seem to put [it] down.” As an
obedient orphan of the U.N.A. (the super-country that was once Mexico, the US, and Canada), Alenna learned at an early age to
blend in and be quiet—having your parents taken by the police will do that to a girl. But Alenna can’t help standing out when she
fails a test that all sixteen-year-olds have to take: The test says she has a high capacity for brutal violence, and so she is sent to
the wheel, an island where all would-be criminals end up. The life expectancy of prisoners on the wheel is just two years, but with
dirty, violent, and chaotic conditions, the time seems a lot longer as Alenna is forced to deal with civil wars for land ownership and
machines that snatch kids out of their makeshift homes. Desperate, she and a charismatic warrior named Liam concoct a
potentially fatal plan to flee the island. Survival may seem impossible, but Alenna is determined to achieve it anyway.
It's early April of 1945 and the dog-days of World War II. The Nazi regime is being slowly throttled by the oncoming Russian and
Allied armies and Hitler rages uselessly in his Berlin bunker. But the high command have one more throw of the dice to make. An
audacious plan is hatched to save the Fatherland and beat off the oncoming apocalypse. All it will take is a hodge-podge squadron
of escort fighters, a captured U. S. bomber, and one suicidally brave pilot to fly it over the Atlantic into the beating heart of
America. Half a century later, a rusting plane is discovered, sunk with its crew, off the coast of New Yorka relic from a bygone age.
Chris Roland, a brilliant young photographer, is sent to take photos of this time capsule. But it is only when he discovers that the
fragments of Nazi uniforms on the decaying corpses that he realizes that he has come across a secret so terrible that even 50
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years later it could still kill him
Hunted by cyborg assassins from the future, the TimeRiders must abandon New York and go on the run. They escape to Victorian
London and the streets where Jack the Ripper roams. But, before they can establish their new base, they make their most
shattering discovery yet - and it will change everything
Liam O'Connor, Maddy Carter, and Sal Vikram all should have died. But instead, they have been given a second chance-to work
for an agency that no one knows exists. The TimeRiders' mission: to prevent time travel from destroying history-and the future. . . .
When Maddy mistakenly opens a time window where and when she shouldn't, Liam is marooned sixty-five million years in the
past, in the hunting ground of a deadly, and until now undiscovered, species of prehistoric predator. Can Liam make contact with
Maddy and Sal before he's hunted down by dinosaurs, and without changing history so much that the world is overtaken by a
terrifying new reality? The second book in the thrilling TimeRiders series is just as fast-paced, intelligent, and mind-bending as the
first.
When the TARDIS makes a disastrous landing in the swamps of the planet Sunday, the Doctor has no choice but to abandon
Martha and try to find help. But the tranquillity of Sunday's swamps is deceptive, and even the TARDIS can't protect Martha
forever. The human pioneers of Sunday have their own dangers to face: homeless and alone, they're only just starting to realise
that Sunday's wildlife isn't as harmless as it first seems. Why are the native otters behaving so strangely, and what is the creature
in the swamps that is so interested in the humans, and the new arrivals? The Doctor and Martha must fight to ensure that human
intelligence doesn't become the greatest danger of all. Featuring the Tenth Doctor and Martha as played by David Tennant and
Freema Agyeman in the hit Doctor Who series from BBC Television.
Imagine having the perfect friend, one who never steals, lies or bullies. Now you can, with the TrooFriend 560, the latest in artificial
intelligence! What can go wrong with a robot buddy? Especially one that's developing human characteristics and feelings, and who
has just run away with her human?
After a catastrophic Unknown Event leaves the colony ship Orion stranded deep in space, it's up to thirteen-year-old Beth and her
friends to navigate through treacherous and uncharted territory and reach safety. But a heavily damaged ship, a mysterious alien
species, space pirates, and an Artificial Intelligence which Beth suspects may be lying to her mean that getting home has never
been so difficult. Hugely gripping, with incredible twists and a fast-paced, action-packed story, this is an unputdownable science
fiction adventure - perfect for fans of Mortal Engines and Star Wars.
Liam O'Connor should have died at sea in 1912. Maddy Carter should have died on a plane in 2010. Sal Vikram should have died
in a fire in 2026. But all three have been given a second chance - to work for an agency that no one knows exists. Its purpose: to
prevent time travel destroying history . . . The end is approaching for the TimeRiders. In a final effort to prevent time travel
destroying history, Liam and Maddy jump forward to 2070 to confront the enigmatic Waldstein and prove once and for all if he is
friend or foe. What they discover is more shocking than anyone could have imagined and soon the TimeRiders are on one final
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mission - back to Biblical times to save the whole of humanity...
THEY THOUGHT IT WAS DEAD. THEY WERE WRONG. Two years ago, a virus hit London, killing thousands of people and
driving the rest into hiding. But Leon has somehow survived, making it through two harsh winters. Now he's living on the fragile
hope that the freezing snow and ice of the English climate wiped out the virus for good. Word even reaches Leon of a rescue boat
on its way. But all is not as safe as it seems. The virus has been busy... Praise for Plague Land: "Will immediately engross and
terrify readers." —VOYA "A thrilling family survival story, a clinical study of a fictional pathogen, body horror, and an action-packed
dystopian narrative." —Booklist "Terror, anxiety, and anticipation will flow rapidly through the veins of readers as they piece
together clues...in this fast-paced horror." —The Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books "A high-impact horrific thriller that will
keep readers on the edge of their seat and begging for the next installment." —School Library Journal
Liam O'Connor should have died at sea in 1912. Maddy Carter should have died on a plane in 2010. Sal Vikram should have died
in a fire in 2029. But all three have been given a second chance - to work for an agency that no-one knows exists. Its purpose - to
prevent time travel destroying history . . . When Maddy mistakenly opens a time window where and when she shouldn't have, Liam
is marooned sixty-five million years ago in the hunting ground of a deadly - and until now - undiscovered species of predator. Can
Liam make contact with Maddy and Sal before he's torn to pieces by dinosaurs - and without endangering history so much that the
world is overtaken by a terrifying new reality?
The world lies devastated after the massive oil crisis that was described in LAST LIGHT. Human society has more or less entirely
broken down and millions lie dead of starvation or disease. There are only one or two beacon communities that have managed to
fashion a new way of living. Jenny Sutherland runs one of these groups. Based on a series of decaying offshore oil rigs - for safety
- a few hundred people have rebuilt a semblance of normality in this otherwise dead world. But as Jenny and her people explore
their surroundings once again, they start to realise not every survivor has the same vision of a better future than their catastrophic
past. There are people out there who would take everything they have. War is coming, and the stakes are truly massive...
From the New York Times bestselling author, a haunting historical novel about three generations of women living on a tiny,
desolate island.
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